In this paper we consider static analyses based on ab- 
programs that in practice it is possible to obtain precision in a combined analysis without redefining the basic operations. We also propose a way of performing the combination which can be more precise than the straightforward application of the classical "reduced product" approach, while keeping the original components of the basic operations. Describing program analysis as a non-standard semantics is more than a theoretical exercise in aesthetics. The semantic approach allows us to focus on the abstraction of data. The framework of abstract interpretation then determines an abstract semantic domain and an abstract semantics.
Formal justification of program analyses is reduced to proving conditions on the relation between data and data descriptions and on the elementary operations defined on the data descriptions.
This approach eases both the development and the justification of program analyses.
In the case of logic programming languages, "data" corresponds to substitutions and atoms. The basic operations on data typically include unification, composition of substitutions and projection of substitutions onto variables of interest.
Proving the safety of an abstract unification function is the major step in proving the safety of abstractions for logic programs. Introductory material for the subject of abstract interpretation of logic programs can be found for example in [11, 10, 13, 17, 22] .
It is often the case that program analyses aim to provide a combination of more basic types of infor- In this paper we observe that in many cases it is possible to provide combined analyses which do benefit from previously defined analyses and which also maintain a high degree of precision. In general only one of { a, -y } need be specified since in principle a "best possible" CYcan always be determined for a given~and vice versa. For simplicity, in the following only the concretization function Y will generally be specified. In the case of logic programs the main step is to provide a notion of abstract substitutions and an abstract unification algorithm.
Other operations include "projection"
and "composition" which safely project (i.e., on a finite set of variables) and compose descriptions.
The subject of this paper is centered around the practicality of Given an appropriate concrete semantics -point (1) above-and having found two or more notions of description -point (2) above-together with corresponding approximations of the basic operations in the concrete semantics -point (3) above-, automatically constructing an approximation of the basic operations for a combined notion of description. Given this construction a combined analysis is derived by abstracting the concrete semantics.
Direct product analysis
Let E be a concrete domain and let (E, a,, D,, -y,) i c { 1,2 } be Galois insertions. The direct product domain is a quadruple (E, cr,, D, 7X ) where
and crX : E~D is defined by Je. (al(e), az(e)).
The direct product domain is not a Galois insertion.
Consider for example the domain Parity x Sign (see Example 1). Observe that
which is in violation In the reduced product domain (T, O) z (ev, O) so after considering the second program statement the reduced product analysis gives incf(T, 0)= = (od, 4)= which is more precise than the corresponding direct product analysis incf(T, O) = (T, +).
program direct product reduced product fragment analysis for a analysis for z .s
The previous example demonstrates how considering the interaction between the analysis domains can sharpen precision. However, further precision may be 
We conclude this section with:
An example for logic programs In the following section we present a more complex example and propose an approach to provide better precision by removing redundancies at lower level steps of abstract unification. The abstract operations for the domains S and SF were already supported by the existing implementation of the framework. In order to provide the results for the combined analyses, an implementation of the operations for the P domain was added.
Once this was done, integrating the P * S and P * SF analyses in the system The first observation is that the results obtained for the reduced product analyses are always equal or better than the ones obtained by the separate analyses.
Thus, the combined analyses are quite successful at incorporating the good qualities of each of the components. It is also interesting to note that P*SF does not improve the results of PA-Sin terms of sharing (although it of course provides in addition freeness information). This is not surprising as freeness information provides only a restricted form of linearity information, i.e. that obtained from the knowledge that any free variable is also a linear term, Thus, P*S seems an excellent sharing analysis for the benchmarks used.
Although not of direct relevance to domain combination issues the results also allow a quite interesting comparison of the basic analyses, P, S and SF. Observing the results for pair sharing we see that linearit y information (present in P, not present in S, and partially present in SF) proves to be a powerful instrument for increasing the accuracy of sharing analyses.
In terms of set sharing the situation is more complex. Despite the lack of linearity information S computes in some cases better set sharing information than P, but still P does better in others. Freeness information again improves the results of S but there are still cases in which P does better than SF. This gives more window of opportunity to the combined domain P*S. It is strictly more powerful than any of the others (except P*SF, of course) but the difference shows up most in terms of set sharing.
Although
it is easy to contrive examples for which the domains which capture set sharing provide a more powerful groundless propagation, it is interesting to note that in practice (as far as we have observed) all of the domains provide almost identical groundless information. This is partially due to the fact that our analyses are goal dependent and because in most pro- Moreover, we plan to further improve our results by breaking abstract unification up into individual steps and applying the Reduce function after each simple unification step as discussed in Section 3.
An important insight acquired from this work is the realization of the ease in practice of the combination process, which cert airily required a much smaller amount of work than that taken by the original analysers also implemented by us. This is of practical importance because the precision and efficiency of many analyses can be improved by combining various standard domains such as those described in this paper. In many cases the improvement in efficiency is crucial for practical implementations. We are currently applying this approach to a number of ot her domains. 
